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To commemorate just over 40 years of production of The Welcome Record, we have published a special edition called 
*The Yellow Book*, as it was called back then due to the paper colour used. 
The paper was started by Jock Sellers in 1979, as a two-page leaflet, reporting on the football season. Unfortunately 
we only have very few items from that era that are legible due to time-faded and weather-affected pages. Some of the 
samples are quite blurred, but they are of interest as they depict well-known people of that time and pertinent 
advertisements. That incarnation of The Welcome Record ran for approximately seven years before folding in 1986.  
Subsequently the residents of Dunolly realised the importance of having a local paper, so a committee was formed  
and the paper was re-established. The first edition of the new Welcome Record was on 4th June 1987. The Shire of 
Bet Bet provided financial backing of $1,500 to launch the project. The editor was Mick Drew and some members of 
the committee who are still prominent in the community today were Jean Richardson, Esme Flett, Vicky Frizzell and 
Jan Ford. Mike Stroud provided new machinery and Father Tom Banfield helped with the changeover to offset the 
printing. The size was A5 over 12 - 16 pages. It was printed in black and white with very few pictures. The staff (all 
volunteers then, as now) had to type each article and then physically cut with a guillotine and paste with glue onto a 
board before photocopying onto the final sheets. The sheets were then hand-folded. A very time-consuming effort.  
The paper has run consistently since then, albeit with many changes of staff. The current staff have devoted extra time 
to put this edition together. As the period of 40 years is too expansive for one paper, and after sifting through hundreds 
of editions, the team has selected highlights that feature interesting articles and advertisements only from 1980s & 
1990s. We have tried to keep articles in chronological order. The advertisements are from many different dates. 
Perhaps in the future and with more time, we may run another special edition from other periods. We are pleased to 
present to you the *The Yellow Book*, and trust you enjoy a trip down memory lane.  
NB: The items have been scanned directly from the papers, not retyped, so you can see the progression of 
production.  The font size may appear different, even within the same article, as we had to cut and paste from different 
pages and it was difficult to get the exact font for each piece to fit our format, ergo some of the crooked articles too. 
What a difference modern technology makes!                      The Welcome Record Team 

February 1990 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Disclaimer used in 1986 

Editorial from longest-serving Editor 
The Welcome Record has asked me to write a short 
piece on what our community paper meant to me during 
all the years I assisted with its preparation. 
The paper came into my life at a time when I needed 
something to do that I could enjoy and The Welcome 
Record was calling for volunteers. Lord knows I was 
unprepared and not well-educated, but the paper was 
already in my heart. Vicky Frizzell and I started at about 
the same time and one of the first things we were asked 
to do was set up a new and simple accounting system. A 
lot of money was owed for advertisements and believe it 
or not, the paper had no way of dealing with this 
problem. Our first achievement was to set up a card 
system which everyone could understand and this was 
applied with great success. Vicky’s young son Peter also 
acted as our cartoonist for a short time. Vicky became a 
dear friend and we worked together for the paper over 
many years with never a cross word. We are still close 
today. I think we both decided during those early times 
that it was in our interests to go back to school, and with 
a lot of study Vicky achieved her aims, while I was so 
proud to gain my high school certificate by attending 
night classes in Bendigo. Working for the paper had 
given me friendship and a newfound confidence also a 
wonderful feeling of doing something really worthwhile. 
Mind you, I will always believe working for The Welcome 
Record gave me much more than I gave it, even though 
it was an unpaid job! 
My association with The Welcome Record began almost 
30 years ago. My children had grown up, my parents 
had recently passed away and my husband a short time 
to live. Our home was at Eddington, but it did not take 
long for me to make so many new friends in Dunolly 
where two or three days a week could be spent putting 
the paper together. Vicky and I wrote stories on 
whatever news we could find and so many others 
contributed by writing, typing, proofreading, printing, 
folding and distributing the publication. Then the day 
came where a new editor was needed and I was 
appointed. No one else wanted the position and with 
good reason. The paper could not afford insurance and 
we faced some testing times. For instance, the Kennett 
government had just earmarked Dunolly's hospital for 
closure and had already shut down many other hospitals 
throughout the state. Even the editor of a local 
commercial newspaper that backed the government's 
plans harshly warned our volunteers that they stood to 
'lose their homes' if The Welcome Record was 
successfully challenged in any court action relating to 
the many anti-closure reports that appeared in our 

paper. We were fortunate to have people in this district 
who were not intimidated by this and among them I 
include Mike Lester, a reporter from Melbourne who 
regularly wrote for us after choosing to build a house on 
the outskirts of Dunolly. I have got to know Mike well as I 
had the pleasure of looking after his dear dog Dossie 
while he travelled the world with his work. 
Dunolly and district is so fortunate to have a community 
newspaper; a voice that lets you know what is going on 
where you live and I feel very lucky and privileged to be 
part of the paper's history, even though these days as I 
walk in town all anyone sees is an elderly lady still 
enjoying life. There was a time when nearly everyone 
knew me, but inevitably things change and perhaps it is 
for the better as new people arrive bringing new blood 
and new ideas. In my day, first generation computers 
had just begun to replace our typewriters, but now the 
paper is completely computerised which no doubt makes 
the job easier and the result more professional. I am 
glad to add that the paper also has insurance for the 
editor and other volunteers. It is so good to know that 
the paper still thrives and also that no one person owns 
it. The district owns it. It is yours and I do urge you to 
use it. And who knows, perhaps one day you might even 
care to contribute? 

Jean Richardson  
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1986 

Example of Classifieds 
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1987 
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1990 
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Unfortunately we don’t know who wrote this as the 
name has been cut off the original page.     SA 
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1995 

Extract from article by Mike Lester 
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Dunolly was almost drowning in a sea of elephant 
jokes…. 
“Ginny was last seen walking down Broadway. She made 
a trunk call at the post office, then tried to make a deposit 
at the bank. Unfortunately the bank was closed so she 
kept her deposit.” 
“Did you hear about the elephant with diahorrea? It’s all 
over town.” 
“Why did Ginny paint her toenails red? To hide in the 
strawberry patch.” 
“Ginny had a name change; now she’s called Houdini 
and last seen in a phone booth.” 
“What time is it when an elephant sits on your fence? 
Time to get a new fence.” 
“Where do elephants hide? In an apple tree.” 
“How did Tarzan die from? Eating the apple.” 
“Ginny would be well camouflaged in the bush. She’d 
hide behind a tree” 
“ I found her in my fridge. I knew she was there because 
of the footprints in the butter.” 

Page 2 retyped due to very faded print 

“ Did you hear about Dumbo the elephant. He got lost 
flying over Dunolly.” 
“She was only getting paid peanuts by the circus.” 
“ A man was relieving himself out in the bush when 
Ginny walked up and said, ‘I’ll bet yours can’t eat 
peanuts.’” 
Apart from all the jokes, there were signs around the 
town as well as outside Goodfellows: “White Elephant 
Sale”; “Special Elephant Soup”; “Free Trunk Calls”. 
Sign on the butcher’s window: 
“Elephant steaks fresh and cheap - today only.” 
At the information centre the telephone was answered: 
“Good morning, Dunolly Elephant Information Centre.” 
Elephant pies were ordered at the Bakery. 
Everyone enjoyed the jokes. It was the biggest number 
of faces seen in Dunolly in many years. When the 
elephant was found, everyone was delighted to hear 
she was safe and well. 
Thanks Ginny for a most entertaining day. 

Vicky Frizzell 

And finally, the biggest news to hit Dunolly (the most entertaining at least). 1998 

Ginny the Circus Elephant Escapes 


